Novel artificial hip joint: A layer of alumina on Ti-6Al-4V alloy formed by micro-arc oxidation.
In many hip replacement surgeries, monolithic alumina is used as a femoral head due to its high wear resistance. However, it is liable to fracture under load bearing operations in artificial joints. We propose a promising way to overcome this limitation by forming a dense alumina layer onto a relatively tough substrate such as Ti-6Al-4V alloy to obtain high wear resistance on a material that can sustain relatively high toughness. For this purpose, Al metal powders were deposited onto Ti-6Al-4V alloy by cold spraying in N2 atmosphere. Interfacial adhesion between Al and the Ti alloy was improved by the formation of a reaction layer of Al3Ti between them by heating at 640 °C for 1h in air. Subsequently, micro-arc oxidation treatment was performed to oxidize Al. The oxidized layer was composed of an outer porous layer of γ-alumina and inner-most dense layer of α-alumina. The α-alumina layer was almost fully densified and exhibited high Vickers hardness almost equal to that of alumina ceramics used as the femoral head. Thus, the newly developed dense alumina/Ti alloy can be potentially used to produce the reliable bearing surfaces of artificial hip joint.